
Dear Tom, 

I was going to call you tonight, 30 October 1991, but then I got your postcard, so I knew I 
shouldn't interrupt the reading of those papers, so I'll write a little bit instead. I got my ticket alright on 
Monday morning (having forgotten the name of the street of the Institute, and it wasn't on my map 
anyhow) but walking directly to it. And got off safely to Paris (CDG, not getting out past customs), 
gawking at the very civilized sophisticated airport (cf. JFK, daVinci [though it has much improved if one 
looks only at the Departenze before 8 AM.], and especially ATH). 

This has been a great trip for chance and coincidence. 
First the waiter in the Globus. 
Then, after a fine tour of the palace, and a good dinner at the restaurant overlooking the picturesque lake 
{only, it was to dark to see more than light streaks on its surface}, we set off to Rome. Rothman and I 
went in the car you and I were in, whose driver was the woman who lived just hear the Pensione we were 
headed for. When we got there it turned out that the little Pensione-keeper-ess was firmly sure she had 
reserved one room two beds, not two one-bed rooms. So, we went along with it - no problem . He left 
Sunday morning almost two hours before I decided to get up. I bought a paper to look for concerts, and 
walked off to Hadrian's tomb again to see if the Saint Cecilia box-office was open from 9-13, as the paper 
said. The sign outside said, since this was Sunday from 16:30. So I whiled away most of the day, and at 
4:05 was standing outside waiting for the door. By 4:20 there were several, when up came a girl with a 
single ticket to get rid of. She offered it to one or two, and one of those pointed to me as a possibility. I 
wasn't sure, but got it, and walked about again for a while. About 15 minutes before the concert I got 
back to the door. And saw walking up to me one of our Mycenaean colleagues, part of Louis' excavation 
team, whose name I still can't remember. But he had catered to my musical wishes on the previous 
occasion of a conv ... (when I was at the Globus) and taken me along to a handsome concert also at St. 
Cecilia. He confirmed that I did indeed have a valid ticket, and he had given his subscription away and 
was coming to get himself another one. It was a wonderful seat, 9th row near the center. And I, less 
critical than my colleague, that it was a wonderful concert. So Monday I went around to the Istituto and 
rang the bell, and because the secretaries were busy elsewhere having coffee or :;omething, it was he, again, 
who answered the door. 
And, of course, to make a triad, this. When I got back to the pensione after buying another case 
()intending a smaller one than my case, but actually getting one even an inch larger than my case -- but 
both seemed to be well stuffed when I got done packing(), I was told that a lady who lived across the 
street had inquired after me, and wanted to talk to me. So I was taken to a front window, and a balcony 
across the street was pointed out. But there was no one there, it being more or less of a siesta time, I 
suppose. So I said I would be about for three hours or so just in case our driveress tried again. That was 
when I repacked, and distributed stuff for an even balance and some spare room in the backpack. About 
two hours later after some thunder, and with some rain, there was a noisy buzz, so I picked up the phone. 
"Kyrie Bennett;" So, Nai. But it wasn't driveress, it was Athanassia Kanta. She was off tomorrow, and 
wished me a good trip, and vice versa. By the time I got around to thinking I should ask her to go get a 
coffee with me or something, she had pointed out that we both had to be off early in the morning, in 
different directions, that it was raining dogs and felids, and ... Just as well, because I decided (as I would 
have in any case) that I ought to eat early, and went out and couldn't find even any pizza place open, 
much less a restaurant until I got as far as the Pantheon (the pensione was very near the Opera house). 
So what would have been my embarrassment of insisting on an unreasonable AmericanBarbaric time for a 
quiet supper when not even half the bars were open! How did she know I was there? I've no notion; wish 
I did. 
Yours, 
30 October 1991 


